


 

 

 

Annexure I 

 

 
 

Each of the Group “A” officer (ACC/RPFC-I/RPFC-II and APFC) is required to download the attached 
PDF file – HRM Profile.pdf. In this file, the officer will locate his name from find command (Control 
F) and thereafter, he may take print-out of the relevant pages of his posting profile as available in 

HRM Profile.  This print out may be called HRM Profile Data Sheet. 

Subsequent to above, the officer will log-in his HR-Soft and take print-out of his 
posting profile as available in HR-Soft database.

Thereafter, the officer will compare both HR-Soft Database and HRM Profile data Sheet.  

In case there is no change if HR Soft
data is similar to HRM Profile data
sheet, he/she will mark “No change” in
HRM Profile data-sheet and sign it and
forward the same to OIC/ HR-Admin
(i.e. the official / officer who is
authorised to change/modify the data
in HR-Soft).

In case of discrepancy, the officer will make/mark necessary
corrections in HRM Profile data Sheet. In case there is no entry in
HR-Soft data then the officer will clearly mark the entry, which is
required to be inserted in HR Soft data or in case, if any
modification / addition/ deletion is required, the officer will mark
it clearly on HRM Profile data so that his /her data can be rectified.
Any discrepancy in the HRM profile data also needs to be clearly
marked so that the same could also be updated in the HR Soft
database. Thereafter, the corrected copy of the HRM Data Sheet
may be forwarded to OIC/HR Admin.

HRM Datasheets will be provided to HR, Admin through OIC

(i) Even if there is "No Change" in HRM Data Sheet, the HR Admin should fill up the details
of the tenure as OIC in HR-Soft.

(ii) For modification / correction/Updation in HR-Soft Data, first the HR, Admin will verify the
Service Book /personal file /any other relevant record of the concerned officer and verify the
records with what has been suggested by the concerned officer. Thereafter, HR, Admin will make
necessary corrections/ modifications/updation in HR-Soft data in edit facility of the HR-Soft. It is
reiterated that onus of the getting the HR-Soft data corrected lies with the individual officer, who
has to coordinate with HR-Admin of his /her office for updation of records in HR-Soft.

After doing above exercise, the HR, Admin as well as OIC will also sign the HRM Profile Datasheet
and the copy of the same will be placed in personal file of the concenred officer.

The data in HR-Soft after 25th January, 2021 will be treated as final data. Further, the facility to
edit HR-Soft data will also be ceased after 25th January, 2021.




